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Freshmen influx· sparks 
admissio~s .·questions 
BY AMY ZYWICKI AND . 
. LEAH MONTGOMERY 
THE.XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Oil Monday; the .Student 
Senate along with Director of 
Residence Lif~. Ava Jean Fiebig; 
Director of Admissions, Ray 
Kennelly; Academic Vice-
President, James E. Bundschuh. 
· and Vice-President for Student 
Development, Ron Slepitza sat 
·down to discuss the growing ·· 
·· concerri about Xavier's admis-
sions standards and the effect they 
may be having on the school. . · 
. . Currently ··there are 787 · .. 
freshmen enrolled in Xavier, 
which is by farthe largest 
freshman Classin Xavier's history. 
There ~as been a 2.5 perct'.~t 
increase fromJast year's 701 
freshmen. 
Some members of the 
Senate Committee attribute the 
increase in freshmen to a decrease· 
photo by RC DeJesus 
The lack of computers for student use is only one problem that senators are hearing about. This was one of 
the issues that was discussed with the administration at a meeting this past week. 
· in the admissions standards. 
Therefore, they are sending 
questionnaires to 50 schools, 28 of 
which are Jesuit universities, to 
find out how Xayier compares. 
· Once the committee has 
gathered all their information they 
expectt9 see if ~avier h~s lower 
admissions 'standards and a higher 
~ccep~ce·r~te;. · 
. Kenn~lly refuted this by: 
saying,"''The number of applica-
tions sent out each yearis usually 
about the same, what varies from . 
year to year is the number of 
students who accept theirinvita- . 
Jion to come to Xavier." 
This year, 93 percent of 
students who applied to Xavier 
were accepted. According to the 
"If you are admitted to. 
Xavier th~n you will pretty much 
. be accepted to the others as well." 
Kevin Crawford, a member 
of the Student Senate; said, 
~'That's fineif you 're going to 
accept all these stud~nts, but at 
least build: more facilities so you 
· have some place to putthem 
instead of putting them iil the · 
study lounges." · 
. This.issue seems to be the 
·Senate's biggest complaint. 
·· · Prfor to this year most of the 
. residence halls had a study lounge 
with, usuaily, two working · 
computers on each floor desig-
. nated for student use. · 
admissions catalog, acceptance to . However, due to the.size of 
Xavier is usually based on four. . . this year's freshman class, study 
factors: GP.A, ACT; SAT, and lounges in three residence halls 
class ranking. had to be converted into student 
. · A good candidate to be rooms. . · · 
accepted would usually need a For instance; Kuhlman, 
GPA of at least a 2.4, have . which once fiad study lounges and 
received .at least·a 20 on their . computers on every floor, now 
ACT and at least a 960 on their · only has two computers and one 
SAT, and be ranked in the top half study lounge. With limited 
. of their high-school class. facilities; it's difficult for students 
· . · . "Xavi~r. is basically Coilsis- to find quiet places to do their 
tent with other Jesuit universities," work or get typed assignments 
sai~·Kennelly. done: 
.. ,,--
Freshman Erin Mattin~l~ know that is an expensive option, 
said, "When. I arrived here i was but ultimately its the best," said 
expecting there to be computers Giles . 
on our floor. The two computers Another· problem that seems 
iil my hall are always busy. I have · to worry. more people every year 
a lot of papers due next wee.k and · is the availability of parking. 
neither my roommate nor I have a places. 
computer.''. Fiebig said, "Safety and 
· Bundschuh addressed this · Security did a sweep of the · 
issue directly. . .. parking lot last Monday through 
_ .. He said, "We will look into Friday and found that 11 a.m. was 
doing everything we can to help the timewhen-there:was the least 
the students ~;.[including]· amount of parking, but there still 
extending the library-'hours and were sP<>ts in the pit or the back of 
the computer labs to accommodate Cohen. Later in the afternoon 
their needs." there was anywhere from 200 to 
-- Dorinda Giles, Director of 400 spaces available." 
ISS (Information Systems and· Whether or not the increase 
Services) said they Were notified in students is linked to a decrease 
this summer by Residence Life in t11e admissions standards is 
that they were in need of space in_ purely speculation right now. 
·the resident halls to place students.· . No one could say when or 
Giles said the only option . how the computer problem will be 
was to take the study lounges. · remedied. ' · · 
"There has been some discussion The Senate Committee 
as to where the remaining ·comput- encourages any students wbo have 
ers can-be placed and we have an opinion on this topic or any 
. explored the pros· and· cons, but· ··other topic to come to the open 
nothing has been decided," Giles meetings on Wednesdays from 
said. · 6:30. to 8:30 p.m. in the Senate 
. "Now we encourage <;>ffice. 
students to bnng computers. I . . . \ ~ 
· . . ".":. , .. 
·-. 
< •{. 
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Third Reggae Run 
The third annual Reggae Run and Fitness Walk will be held. 
Friday, Oct. 4 at 7 p.m. The race begins and ends near Ault Park 
pavilion in Hyde Park. Entry fee is $17 prior to the race or $21 on the 
day of the.race. The fee includes a T-shirt and admission to the post-
race party . .This year's proceeds will go to the Starfire Council of 
Greater Cincinnati, an organization which helps adults and children 
with disabilities develop their full potential through service to the 
community. 
College· Republicans 
. Xavier College Republicans will meet tonight at 4 p.m. in the · 
Village multipurpose room. Guest speakers will include Hamilton · 
County Republican party chairman, Mike Allen and Executive 
Director, Tom Robinson. The topics of discussion will be the Dole-
Kemp 96 election as well as local and city elections. Dole-Kemp 
bumper stickers, signs and buttons will be available. For more 
information, call Jeff at 985-5924. 
. Run for your I.if e 
The "Relay for Life" hosted by the American Cancer Society 
wilitake place from 6 p.m. on Friday through 6 p.m. on Saturday. 
Teams will have their members walk or run for this 24 hour period. 
Each team may consist of 8-10 membe~s. The event is for charity, so 
teams are expected to sponsor at least $100. For more in(or.mation or 
to register.your team, contact the Community Service Opportunity 
Center at 745-4343. 
SGA rentinders 
, Student Senate would like to rerriind students that weekly 
meetings are lield every Monday at 3 p.m. in the Terrace room of the 
Univ~tsity Center. Students are welcome to attend and have an 
opportunity to speak during the public forum. · All senators also have / 
individual office hours during which students can contact them. 
Corection: In last weeks issue of the Xavier Newswire, it was 
stated that Melissa Verkamp was chair of the Athletic Task Force. She 
is just a member. Lori Lambert is the chair member. -
-compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe 
Security Notes 
. Monday, Sept. 16, 6:25 p.m. 
A Commuter student reported a VCR was stolenJrom the trunk 
of his car while parked in the South Lot. 
Thursday; Sept..19, 5:00 a.m. 
A non-student reported that the leather top of her vehicle was 
slashed while parked in the Elet parking lot. 
Monday, Sept. 23, 2:30 p.m. 
A Commuter student reported his Trek Mountain Bike was · · 
stol~ri from Kluener Plaza between CBA and Alter Hall. It was 
chained to a railing at the time. 
Monday, Sept. 23, 9:.17 p.m. 
A Xavier University Officer apprehended a 12 year-old juvenile 
who was observed entering a car in. the South Lot. After a brief foot 
chase, the suspect was caught and charged with criminal trespassing, 
criminal mischief and resisting an·est. The matter is under inv~stiga­
tio.n. It is believed the individual w.as involved in the other theft in 
the South Lot as well. 
-compiled by Kara Benken 
Manor House makeover· 
BY BRIDGET HOERST · . 
.. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Link Courtyard will 
replace the pool in front of the 
Manor House apartments on the 
Residential Mall. 
The project began two 
weeks ago and is expected to be 
completed by the end of 
October. 
"I was surprised when 
people started digging the pool 
up. Two days later I received 
the letter that explained the 
project," said junior Marior 
Hou~e resident; Ramon Crespo. 
The 21 residents of the 
Manor House apartments have 
to walk through the construction· 
to reach their doors. 
"It's no big deal. We had 
to deal with the construction of 
the malls, so we can deal with 
this. I just hope it won't drag 
on too long," said Crespo . 
The Courtyard is named 
after Dr. Joe Link;. a former 
faculty member, who still lives 
in a Manor House apartment. 
The apartments were · 
turned over to the university 
through .a charitable remainder 
trust. · 
Dr. Richard Hirte, Vice 
Prei;ident of Financial Adminis-
tration. exolained that the 
changes in city codes about pool 
The updated look for the Link Courtyard will complement the 
residential mall next door. 
regulations helped make the 
decision to tear out the pool. 
"The new laws raised ·· · 
questions about the university's 
BY JoEBIRSA 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
"Even the name 'Cciminu-
. nity Service Opportunities' is only 
temporary," said O'Brien. 
O'Brien and .Hanim· are 
"service fellows," which means 
Have you always wanted that they have a scholarship for 
to get.involved in giving back to . academic and service excellence ... 
the community, but never knew While volunteering pla:ys a 
where to start? key role in their lives, the duo is 
If you said "yes" to this quick to point out that this. 
question·; then one of Xavier's organization is for everybody,· not · 
newest organizations, · . just those who have a background . 
Community Service · involving service. 
Opportunities could b~ for you.. . '"Community Service 
Community Service Opportunities is unlike most other 
Opportunities is a continuation clubs in that there aren't regular or 
of an id(!a started last year by- .. required meetings,'' said O'Brien. 
former student senator Joel Because of this fact he'said 
Tantalo. · the club will appeal to those 
This year Sean O'Brien students who don't want to make a 
and Michelle Hanim are in full-time commitment,' but still 
charge of the group. . want to get involved in some 
· · Community Service capacity. 
Opportunities is a student-run . Community Service 
. organization with the full Opportunities will do more than 
backing of the Xavier just help focal organizations in 
administration. need. 
One of the first orders of "Our goal is to strengthen 
business this year.was to the bond between the Xavier 
orgahize a board of students\to community and the communities 
· take over wheri O'Brien and· of Cincinnati.~' said O'Brien. 
Hamm graduate this spring. · There are opportunities both 
Since Community Service on campus and within walking 
Opportunities is a young club, distance off campus for students 
they have yet to settle ori a without transportation to partici- · 
formal mission statement. . pate in. 
Contracting said, "The patio area 
will blend in with the residential 
mall as a far as landscaping and 
lighting 'is concerned.'' · 
For students with their own 
transportation, there are opportu-
. nities in all communities in .the 
Cincinnati area. 
O'Brien said that there are · 
plans for mass transportation in 
the works, but they are neither 
certain rior in the near future. 
. Hamm said there are service 
opportunities in almost every 
conceivable area. 
"We want everyone to know 
.that any amountofhelp is 
appreciated."· Community Service 
Opportunities will also serve as 
coordinator and a resource for 
other clubs interested in service. . 
"Our purpose is to act as a 
helper and to match clubs with 
groups that need volunteers," said 
Hamm.· 
Community Service . 
Opportunities will soon have a 
temporary office at the Theater 
·Box Office in the University 
Cent~r.· · 
· Interested students should 
call 745-4343 for more 
information on service 
opportunities. 
"The most important thing a 
person needs to join is a big 
. heart/' said O'Brien. . 
Xavier ranked New club profile 
number eight Students take action 
. Bv KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
U.S." News & World Report has once again ranked Xavier 
University highly in its annual ''America's Best Colleges" report. 
Xavier placed eighth in the Midwest out of the 500 regional 
colleges and universities surveyed; with an qverall score of 89.6. 
Sophomore Betsy Erbse said, "It makes me proud to know I go to 
. a scboolth~t is valued by the public as a good institution for learning." 
·u.s. News gathered data from college administrators concerning 
,student selectivity·, facuUy resources, financial resources, retention rate, 
· a1u·mnisupport and education.al expenditures per.student. 
Researchers· also determined the "value added" at each school, 
which.measures and compares the value a school .adds between fresh~ 
man orientation and graduation. . . · · 
· . This measure. was found by the difference of a school's predicted 
· graduation rate and its educational expenditures per student in relation 
to its graduation rate. · 
The acac:Iemic results were compared to each school's reputation 
asdetermfoed J:>y 2,730 college presidents, deans .. and admissions · 
officei·s, who were asked to rank tliefr school and other schools. 
"I am so pleased that Xavier is being recognized. for the high 
quality university itis,re said Xavier University President Father James 
E.Hoff. . 
Other Ohio schools who were ranked highly included the Univer-
sity of Dayton, ranked fourth _and the College of Mount St. ioseph 
which was ranked twelfth. 
Ray Kennelly, Djrector of Admissions said that this is Xavier's 
third year of moving up in the rankings. 
·Xavier was ranked No.13 in 1995, No.9in .1996 and No.8 in 
1997. 
"It is great to see that we are getting continual national recogni-
tion for all the good thing that are happening here. This i~ the third year 
we have moved up and we hope to continue on this upward climb," said 
Kennelly. · · 
·Br V1RGINIA su1-cLIFFE 
THE XA:VIER NEWSWIRE 
A new club has hit campus 
this yeru;. ·The goal ·of S.T.A.T. 
(Students Taking.Action Today), 
will be .to focus on educating 
stµdents on a variety of health and 
social issues. 
The idea fqr the group was 
inspired by the experiences of. 
friends of junior Janeece Docal; 
founding member of the group. 
. One f~!end had been raped 
arid felt like she had no where to 
go and another was struggling . 
with an addiction to alcohol and 
t.P<;/J 
needed help. 
"A friend of mine told me 
about this peer educator group he 
had at another. school and I 
thought it would be a neat idea for 
Xavier," srud Docal.. 
Through an informational 
·meeting last year, the group 
. discovered thatthe idea appealed 
to both the administration as well 
as the students, so they decided to 
form a club. 
Megan Mascari, Mary 
McSwiggin and Rµ-an Yang are 
also students who ~ave played an 
integral part in getting the club off 
the ground. They discovered that 
their goals were similar to that of 
the Wellness Team, a group 
comprised of Xavier faculty and 
· staff, which focuses on emotional, 
physical and nutritional needs of 
s~udents. ·· 
Megan· Mascari said that 
sfo.ce both groups basically have 
the same ideas they would work 
together to co-sponsor events. 
· "We are both two distinct 
groups, but we are working · 
together to achieve the same 
goal," said Mascari, 
The Health and Counseling 
Center has also had a hand in 
getting the club off the ground and 
will continue to help the group . 
. throughout the year. 
S.T.A.T. will bring social 
and health issues concerning · 
young adults to the forefront 
through monthly meetings and 
regular programming. Docal said 
that all the students involved will 
be trained in both listening and 
communication skills. 
"Additionally, Health and 
Counseling will be helping us . 
with training .in specified areas for 
special programs we will hold," 
said Docal. Activities which the 
group has plann_ed include Stress 
Prevention Day, co-sponsored by, 
Health and Counseling, and a 
presentation for the residence halls 
about sexual harassment. 
Presentations such as this 
one will be facilitated by students, 
but· Docal wants to make certain 
that the group isn't interpreted as a 
group of professional counselors. 
HWe are not acting as mini 
counselors: Our goal is to open up 
the lines of.communication and 
guide discussion concerning 
issues like sexual harassment;" 
said Docal. 
Other activities include 
community service plans and a 
booth at crime prevention week. 
Sixty people have already 
expre~sed their interest in the club, 
but Docal said they are encourag-
ing more new members. 
The club will have its first 
meeting for those interested on 
Tuesday, at 7 p.m. in.the Regis 
Room, in the University Center: 
"We are all very excited and 
I hope more people will join," said 
Doc al. 
For more information, 
contact JaneeceDocatat 985-8476 · 
or Megan Mascari at 985-5936. 
~ 
CANTEEN 
WITH CANTEEN. VENDING I I. • • 
Ent.r.ies can aJro]~ mailed with a_~ with name,_adclre.$ and phone numlerto: 
.Uilt C-ertiflcate • 1 OBOO~r Read• Cincin:nti OH 4821 B 
WVXU stations students 
BY KARA BENKEN 
Tim XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier students will finally 
be able to .express their opinions, 
music tastes and flavorful com-
mentaries through WVXU's 
Student Radio Voice program. 
One of the loudest com-
plaints about Xavier's radio 
station, WVXU, has been its on- · 
campus location, but off-campus · 
managemen't. 
Now, WVXU has proposed 
a student-run station through the 
campus cable TV system, which 
would allow st4dents to directly 
broadcast to television sets across 
campus. 
Operations Director of 
WVXU George Zahn said, "It's 
finally the right time to get this 
program off the ground. With the 
people we have working on it, we 
finally have our feet tinder us 
before we start." 
The people Zahn speaks of 
. ·are Student Government Pres!-
. dent, Damon Jones, Theater · 
Manager, Ric_h Fredette, and Vice-
President for S_tudent Develop-
. · ment, Ron Slepitza, all of whom 
are anxious to hear more Xavier· place of broadc~st temporarily. 
students on the radio waves. The station has promised to assist 
"This will be a chance for the program in its debut with 
students to discover if this is· engineering support, equipment · 
indeed ~~mething they want to dci. and the provision of facilities. 
They will be naming the station, "In a sense, thls station will 
hiring the personnel and doing all be a microcosm of WVXU, but 
of the programming," said Zahn. our main' objective is to only 
While plans for the student function as a prime-mover," said 
station are not yet specific, student Zahn. 
interest lias been piqued. . "Our engineers are already 
Sophomore Electronic . . running seven stations. The 
Media major Todd Parkhurst said, students will truly be managing 
. "It will be a good opportunity for this on their own." 
people like me: .. because you can Students who volunteer to 
never have too much experience.'.' DJ will have their own one-hour 
"Other majors like Business show devoted to anything they 
and Education already have would like to do, from playing 
. intern.ships to let students work · their favorite music to reporting .. 
during the year at something they · the news or talking about life, 
like to do, b'ut we didn't until One concern students have 
·now." 
One of the head coordina-
already expressed is what time of · 
day the students will be broadc~-
tors of the program is senior Chris ing. 
· Pesti, who deejayed last year for 
the station. 
"The· programs will either be 
on the Xavier movie channel 
He said, "Most of the around movie times or on the 
. equipment is set up. Right now community calendar station that 
we're concentrating on the advertises upcoming events. 
formalities like the budget and the · We'~e still not positive about 
bylaws for the club."· definite times, and we're also · · 
WVXU has an audio lab trying to let the students decide 
currently being used· as a class- . since ii Will be their station," said 
room in the back of the·station Zahn; 
which will be co.nverted to the . "We're not sure on times . 
yet, but it will probably be for six · 
or seven hours a day. With 
students in classes during the day; 
we don't know if thef ll want to 
· do it all night. Maybe just 'til 2 or 
3 a.m.," said Pesti. · · · 
"We're also still trying to 
figure out if there will be visual 
images or just sound. We_:want to 
start by October." 
With over 80 students who 
signed up on Club Day, it seems 
obvious that student support for 
the station is evident. Why hasn't 
anything like this been started · 
before? · 
"In previous years, · 
Nightwaves [a student-run 
WVXU radio program on Fridays 
and Saturdays from midnight to 6 
a.m.] was the main outlet. Now, 
we have a new alternative," said 
Pesti. 
Parkhurst is one of the many 
students looking forwii.fdto this 
new alternative.· He said, "For 
me, this will be an opportunity to 
turn people oil to what is really· 
out there, not just what MTV 
. forces oown theirthroats. It will 
be a great experie,nce,!' 
There will be an informa-
tional meeting for aJl interested 
tomorrow at _4 p.pi. in Kelley 
· Auditorium in Alter Hall. •· 
/f:you have·something of 
interest to the Xavier commu-
nity or know '.of any new~ sto-
ries, please call The Xavier 
Newswire.at 745-3122. 
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·FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 
6:30p.m .. 
Tony the D.J. 
Wings, Nachos, /Pizza, Chocolate Chip Cookies 
Great; Door Prizes 
Must be present to win 
. ' 
. 7:00p.m. 
· "Imitation .of Life" 
· . · . t:1rtS· s:4s p.m . 
. · ·SU'eatsr1.-"' Tony then.1. . . )C 'll · . · .. Popcorn, Pop, and Door Pnzes 
' 9:00 p.Ih. 
"Thin Line Between :Love and Hate" 
10:30p.m. 
Tony .Brings Down the House ! ! 
~ed.ia · 
Gift p l·ay 
. Cert . . . 
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'--fo_r a_ll...;;p_er_so_ns_re.;;;.ga_rd....;!_es_s o_r_ag;...e_, s_ex....;, _ra_ce_, _rc_lig;...io_n.;.., h_a_nd_l_ca.;..p'....;o_r _na_tl_on_a_I o_r...;.lg_ln_. __ __, _ and most importantly, in a non-. l can understand how people 
partisan way. I am, most likely, have lost faith in the system,· 
one of the most politically · especially the oppressed. Sit back 
ignorant students on this campus, and think about it with me for a 
so why read what I write? . , moment. Every morning of grade 
Because it will be educational and school I would stand at my desk 
helpful. I'm going to research· staring at the flag with the rest of 
every issue· from both sides and my class and say the Pledge of 
educate myself before I educate Allegiance to my country. With 
you. Enjoy. the words coming out of my 
Did you know that in most 1!\0uth "with liberty and justice for 
elections, more than half of the all," a system of representative 
registered voters do not actually democracy millions of Americans 
vote. Or that only about half-of are stillwaiting for. Every 
eligible voters between the ages of election we have the option of 
18-30 are even registered to vote. choosing froni two or three major 
Thus only about 25-percent of the candidates that, according to 
people that represent our views political writer Marie Dennis, 
. are voicing their opinion. On the . "almost by definition have collie 
whole only about 30-35 percent of from among the most privileged in 
the entire population turns out to our.society, and rarely have life 
· vote. Pathetic, isri't it? Before we. experience in any measure like 
can get started with the issues, we that of the majority in our land," 
must tackle .the argument of ·So why would the oppressed 
whether to vote or not. Deciding vote for someone who has no 
'business representing them? Iil 
other words, why should they 
bother voting? Still others lack 
the faith in electing officials that 
are not interested and incapable of 
making decisions free of influence 
from special interests. There has 
·to be a candidate that represents 
whai we believe,_ politically, 
ethically' morally and with'justice 
in mind, before we can vote. So,. 
why should we vote? 
We should vote, because 
some people can't. We should 
·- ... ·· 
vote because it is our duty as 
Americans. We should vote 
because it is our opportunity to 
be heard. We should vote 
. because it gives us a right to 
bitch about the government. If 
you don't vote, you have no right 
or reason fo complain about the 
woes of our elected officfals; 
We should vote because 
we should have.faith in our · 
government, no matter how 
many times it's let us down. We 
should vote because this is 
America and we should have 
fa\th in our country. We should 
vote because it is the only way 
things will ever change. I don't 
think to much more l}as to be· 
said, it's pretty simplistic .. 
Now that we have decided 
whe,ther or not to vote, we must 
decide how we will vote. The 
next couple, of weeks should lead 
us to that decision, but for today I 
would like to leave you with a 
view by the Administrative 
Board· of the U.S. Catholic 
Conference, taken from the text · 
Political }lesponsibility: Reflec-
tions on the 1996 Elections. 
· "Every proposal, policy, or 
political platform should be 
measured _by how it touches the 
human person; whether it 
enhances or diminishes human 
life,_ human dignity, and human 
rights; and how it advances the 
common good." 
."Yes. Because she is a lesbian 
in real life. It shouldn't matter 
if she plays one on TV." 
Charles Fields 
graduate student. 
"I don'.t have a problem with 
it. It would be interesting to 
see what kind of hassels she 
would have;" 
"That would be fine. It w.ould 
give a different perspective on 
the issue and make it more 
apparent. It would also make 
us more aware of the subject." 
"I think it would be fine. Be-
cause the way our society is 
going. There are people in 
situations-like it, so they should 
be represented." 
"I don't have a problem with 
it. I'm not discriminant 
against it, as long as they don't 
demonstrate action toward 
otherfemales in public 
places.'.' Cathy Rainey 




v()UD __ g_ ·cb:·.·:.·.·1·_·._.ld.ren. communities they educate with opportuni-.1. ~ 'ties for parents and neighborhoods to get 
· ·· . Jnvol~~d: " · · · ·· · · · · · ' · · · · · v · 
n. eed ·' v. ill age__ ' ' If these, types of villages are estab-
lished, I believe the children will assimilate 
this type of love iri action for. the 'rest of · 
The inedia has made it a stapl~ of 
liberal thinking. Presidential candidate 
Robert Dole criticizes it at every campaign . 
stop. · 
· I am a College Republican, but I . 
believe Hillary Rodqam Clinton is c9rrect. · 
It takes a village to raise a child. 
, Generally, a child's first memories 
involve family members.· Therein, the 
foundational virtues of truth; love and . 
charity should be taught w_hile the vices of 
cheating, stealing and fighting are discour-
aged. . 
Through adolescence into adulthood, 
the family must be the first encQurager of 
each child's talents, goals and dreams. 
Issues of diversity should never be 
ignored in the family. But, diversity must 
be experienced before anyone can fully · · 
understand the journey's other races, social 
class, religion and sexual orientation travel· 
each day. Since few families are com-
pletely_ diverse, this experience must take 
place in a village. 
At three or four years old, most · 
children recognize their first village, the 
neighborhood. The Roman Catholic, 
Caucasian boy must be pennitted to.ride 
tricycles with the Southern Baptist, Afri-
can-American girl next door. 
At five, most children enter kinder-
garten, their second village. A child of 
upper class parents shouldn't be told to 
shun a friend from.school whose father is 
unemployed without a high school diploma. 
School c?oice should be a priority for 
parents. Parents must be willing to send 
their child to a diverse village where cliques 
are discouraged while unity is promoted. . · 
The school should have teachers who ha~e 
plans to _restore .or·add somethi.ng to the 
their lives. 
· Villages are the piaces where children 
can take part in the aid of a single parent, 
bringing gifts of food and moniy or simply 
love and ~ompanionship. · 
Villages are the places where kids can 
learn how to confront problems of discrimi-
nation and make well educated assessments 
about the controversial issues of abortion 
and homosexuality based on the Scriptures 
as well asexperience. 
In conclusion, the vJllage is the place 
where children are giveJl the opportunity to·· 
live the virtues of trllth;fove and charity. 
These must be taught to them in the 
·beginning by their family. 
. For "There is no partiality in God," 
according to St. Paul. I believe God sees 
'mankind as one big viliage, just composed 
of a few million equally important parts'. 
Kenneth T. Nicholson 
senior 
· P·rof essors and 
students need to 
get acts toget_her 
I didn't know we were attending a big 
state institution. With our numbers rising 
in each class, it's a wonder that the profes-
sors can still piCk us out by na~e, or even 
hol!i an intimate class like they used to with 
students who were really bent on learning. 
Teachers now have to lecture to a seminar 
class ()f 23 bodies, instead of conversing· 
with-·s· ot14 students: - -
Why does the administration deem it 
necessary totkeep allowing more and more 
students into our university? Don't they 
see whafis becoming of our school? It's 
gotten so institutionalized that teachers 
don't.even take time to stop on the mall, . 
grab a familiar student and ask them how 
their day wa8. Teachers don't know their 
students anymore. There are too many of 
us .. The administration has been gearing 
our small "college" to function as a big 
university andit has created an unfr~endly 
atmosphere between the faculty and 
· students. The faculty nowtakes on the role 
of the big-institution professor and worries 
about publications, job security, tenure and 
administrative work, instead of focusing 
_their attention on the student and class 
·work.· Students are then made to feel that 
there is an "ivory door" into the minds of 
faculty members that is impassable. The 
professors seem "untouchable" because 
they are not seen or interact~d with enough. 
The faculty members enter on Victory's 
si_de and never even look at Alter Hall, 
besides, finding the quickest way from their 
administrative offices. They iire·offices that 
are intended to portray the,highest image to 
those looking outside in. The administration 
has neglected those who really matter, we 
students whose education is suffering on 
the inside of these walls and who someday 
will have to venture out into the real world, 
and find out that they hitve been short-
changed. 
-·This is still a smaller liberal-arts 
university, is it not? Aren't the teachers 
supposed to be here for us students? Is that 
not why they chose to share their knowl-
. edge with us at this Jesuit University we 
call Xavier? It seems as though some of 
them think that we students are here for 
them.' Aren't they here for us? Don't we 
· pay· their salaries and demand in 'return that · 
they give us their full attention, best effort 
Jamie Lancia 
freshman 
. . ~ . 
and be a helper in our ques_t for higher 
thought? Even though our administration 
deems it necessary to increase our student 
population, tll~y ignore the qua1ity of our 
education and. s9cial. life,· puUing us. further 
' and further away from each other. 
· Teachers, please do not perpetuate the 
system by creating a higher;wall between 
faculty and student. We are asking for 
your help. Be here for. us~ Don't mak_e it 
seem that we are less than you or that we 
owe you something. A df'.gree demands 
respect only when you. walk in that door 
and pass out the syll11bus. From then on, 
you must earn our respect. We want more. 
We do not want admfoistrators running our 
classes. · 
I need to also address my fellow 
students. I can!t tell you how often I sit in 
class and get frustrated because we do not 
take pride in our work. We don't read or 
· prepare. We, sit and look at our notebook, 
faking to write as the teacher asks a 
question. Take our education ·seriously. 
We paid for It. We can not hide behind 
your birth certificate forever. It's time to 
grow up. We chose X and that means that 
. there have been demands put on us. But 
these demands go further than any profes- · 
sor, administrator, mom or dad. Our fellow 
students depend on us to push and chal-
lenge each other. Going to X means that we • 
will work for. our education and our peers 
demand that of us. Stand up and help us all 
out by applying yourself more. The only 
way to get more from those who teach us is 
to show them that we want more. We did 
come to Xavier for an education, did we 
not? · 
If you re1;1d this letter and it sparked 
something in you, or it made you think and 





Hall i11ductees ·announced· 
Former Xavier All-American basketball star Tyrone Hill 
headlines the inductees for the Xavier lfall of Fame. Joining Hill 
will be former footb~ll All~American John Shinners and two-sport 
star Al Howe. . 
The 1996 class will be enshrined as part of the induction. 
dinner that will take place at the Westin Hotel on Friday, Nov. 22. 
They will also participate in other aspects of Homecoming Week-
end as they ride in the parade, and are honored at halftime of the 
basketball game against Western Kentucky on Saturday, Nov. 23. 
Hill started for Xavier as a freshffian during the 1986-87 
season. Over the next four years Hill, who has since gone on to 
earn All-Star honors with the NBA's Cleveland Cavaliers, pulled 
down 1,380 boards to become Xavier's all-time leading rebounder 
and was the schooi's s~cond all-time leading scorerwith 2,003 
points. 
· The rebounding record was good enough to put him sixth 
among NCAA Division I players in modern history and, combined 
with. his point total, made him one of only 64 players to enter the 
2000-point/1000:-rebound club. • 
Hill became an All-Anierican at Xavier in 1990 while leading 
the team to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tournamentfor the first 
time. During the UMass game lasrFeb. 4, Hill became only the 
second Musketeer to .have his jersey retired. · 
Shinners was Xavier's only football All.:Aniericari, earning 
the honor in 1968 while a senior linebac~er. He was.then selected. 
by the New Orle~ns S~nts in the first round of the AFL-NFL draft. 
He was later traded to the Baltimore Co its and· then to the Bengals, 
with whom he finished his career In ·1977. 
Howe starred in both football and basketball for Xavier frorri 
'1935-39. ·At the end of his Xavier career How¢ was the recipent of 
the "Legion of ijonor" award. Howe was drafted py the Detroit 
Lions but opted instead to join the family business. ·He later served' 
as head football and _basketball coach at Newport Catholic High 
School. 
CC cruises with Ca.tholics 
Xavier's cross country teams have been struggling so far this 
season. If tliey have been relying on divine intervention, they 
probably weren't alone this past .weekend as. they competed in the 
National Catholic Meet on the Notre Dame Golf Course. ·· 
There were 26 teams competing on the .men's side, and Xavier 
finished in 15th place. The women were.21st in· a 28 team field. 
The men had three runners finish. under the 27 minute mark 
for the SK race .. Freshman Dave Dickman again led this group, 
placing 52nd while finishing in a time of 26:25, jrist under two 
minutes off the winning pace. . . 
Sophomore Joe B.urzynski finished seven spots behind 
Dickman with a time of 26:36. Coming in at 26:54 was Xavier's 
Rob Trapp. The sen_ior's time was good for 79th i~.the meet 
For the women, two Xavier runners came in under 20 minutes 
on the SK course~ . · 
Junior Amy Gonzales was Xavier's lead runner; finishing in 
60th place. Her time of 19:29 was just under three minutes off the 
winning pace. Sophomore Marjy Givens trailed by 31 places with 
·her time of 19:56. · · · - · 
- Notre Dame, Marquette and Lewis.College finished first, 
second and third respectively in both men's and women's meets. 
The runners have a weekend off before competing· in the Ohio 
University McDonald's Invitati6nalon Oct. 5. 
Coming.Up~ 
Wednesday, Sept. 25 
Friday, Sept. 27 
Saturday, Sept. 28 
Sunday, Sept. 29 
•Women's Tennis at Northern Kentucky; 3:30 p.m. 
•Men's Tennis at Dayton; 3:30 p.m. · 
.•Men's Soccer vs. Duquesne; 7:00 p.m. 
•Volleyball vs. Fordham; 7:00 p.m. 
•Women's Tennis at Ohio Intercollegiates 
· •Volleyball vs. La Salle; 2:00 p.m. 
•Volleyball vs. Temple; 7:00 p.m. 
•Women's Tennis at Ohio Intercollegiates 
•Men's Soccer vs. St. Bonaventure; 1:00 p.m. 
•Women's Soccer vs. Evansville; 3:00 p.m; 
•Women's Tennis at Ohio Intercollegiates 
"' 
AU home games are In bold . 
. Home soccer matches are played at Corcoran Field . 
llome volleyball matches are played at Sclimldt· Fieldhouse , 
. . '. . . ~ ~ .' ; ~ 
Netters ace A-10 foes 
BY SOREN BAKER 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE ' 
Xavier's volleyball team 
took its first step toward toward 
making the Atlantic JO Confer~ 
ence postseason tournament by 
defeating conferenc~ foes ' 
Duquesne and. St. Bonaventure 
last weekend. 
The Muskies alsq suffered a 
non-conference defeat at the hands c 0 N F E R E -N c E 
of C.incinnati fast night. . ~ .. 
. This action set Xavier's· -
record to u~s. and 2-0 in ·the . ,· ' 
Atlantic:..1 o Conference.. . · 
Xavier hit the road and kills in a match. The record was seniors Schulte and Checkett, two· 
defeated Duquesne 1575, 6-15, 16~ previously held by former freshman have also been putting 
14; 15-7, and St. Bonaventure 13- teammate Kim King, who totaled up impressive numbers. 
15, 15-11, 16-14; 15-6 in la8t · 28 kills againstTennessee Tech Osterday leads the Muske-
weekerid's matches. on Sept. 10, 1993. · ·. teers in service aces (14) and digs 
Senior setter s·usie Checkett Qnce again, Checkett led (i90), whUe Harrison, Ohio, 
led Xavier on both ends of the X11viei: \\'.ith 66 assists agiiinst the native Janszen recorded 12 blocks 
court in the conference opener · Bonnfos .. Freshman outside hitter in Xavier's matches against 
against Duquesne. The St. Louis . Beth Osterday snatched, 17 digs, Duquesne and St. Bonaventure, 
native racked up 35 assists and 14 while recruiting class partner bringing hel'. season total to 52. 
digs, while sophomore middle.. Jenny Janszen totaJ.ed seven Her average ofl.18 blocks per. 
block~r Gabrielle Cook led Xavier blocks. · game leads theteafu. 
with seven blocks against the Schulte has 1,511 kills in On Tue.sday night; the · 
Lady Dukes: her Xavier career. The Fort Muskies tarigledwith their cross-
Senior outside hitter Sally Wright, Ky., native is Xavier's all- town nemesis, Cincinnati; 
Schulte recorded 32- kills in time kill leader. She leads the A- . The Bearcats were able 'to 
Xavier's four-game win at St. . 10 in kills per game average and is stifle Xavier 1:1ttacks, beating.the 
Bonaventure Saturday. Thattotal · · ranked 11th riationtio!!ally. · Musketeers in· three· straight ·. · 
sets the school record for most . _ Alth?lighXavier is l.ed by . games. UC won the match ISA; 
1s-13; 1s~1. . . 
Xavierhad · 
chances in the · 
.match; but was . 
. /, 
.. uriable. to convert'. ''' 
Xavier's senior leadersMp 1.as helped open up a lead in the.Atlantic 1.0 Conference . 
by going undefeated through the first games of the conference sched~le . . Two of 
these senior leaders are Katie Andrews if.oreground), and Susie <;:heckett. · 
'· •! ··: • • •..• , .''· ; .• . 1{:.,,h''·' .· .. · · .. • ·. . • : 
. ···: ... ; l ••• ·': .i'·'i' 
them. In game two, 
.XU went up 12-3, 
but were unable to' 
hang on to win tQe · 
game .... 
· · · · UC' s biggest 
advantage in the 
match was Xavier's 
.struggles. 
One of the 
.biggest problems: 
for Xavier was 
ge~ting their passing 
game on track. . 
· . Several Xavier 
miscues led to 
Bearcat advantages. _ 
Cindnnati 
out-dug the Muske-
teers in the match 
by a margin of 59-
42. The Beai·9ats · 
also had an attack 
percentage that 
approached .50.0 for 
the three games. 
Xavier hosts 
A-10 rival Fordham 
Friday at 7 p.m. On 
Saturday, confer-
= enc'e members La· 
~_Salle and Temple 
~will test the 
! Muskies. The · 
t! Saturday matches . 
£are at 4 p.m. and 7 
jp.m., respectively. 
§ Temple; like 
8 Xavier, is 2;.o in 
j Atlantic IOplay. 
~Both Fordham and 
La Salle have 0-2 
records in the 
conference. 
I J ' ' ' ' , ' ' ' • ' •• • ' > ' ' • I 'I' ,' ,l ,- • ' 'I 
: .... :; ,.,_._ 
/, 
Ladies split tough· pair.·of·'.games 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
T~ XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The wome.n's soccer team 
. split their game~ this pa8t week, 
picking up a victory over a ' 
regional foe before dropping a 
-game to an Atlantic 10 conference 
opponent. 
· Last Wednesday, the 
Muskies dominated the game, 
defeating Wright Sta.te 2-0. dn · 
Sunday, iri an A-10 match, Xavier 
played George Washington 
closely, but the Colonials escaped 
. With a 2-1 win. 
This past week's action put 
. Xavier's record at 5-3 ,overall, and 
3-2 in the Atlantic 10. 
Xavier cruised through their 
,game against Wright State. The 
Muskies spent much of the game· 
in the offensive half of the field, 
and took 13 shots on goal in the 
match, 
The Xavier squad wasted no net. . . . 
time getting things going against George Washington wasted 
the Raiders. ·Amanda Gruber got no time responding, coming back 
· · XU on the board with. a goal in the with a goal just eight minutes 
~ sixth minute of play. Gruber .later. Tanya Vogel won the·battle e drove towards the goal froin the . for a GW corner kick, and headed 
= right side before launching the the ball in for a go;:tL . 
tl Muskies' first shot of the game The second half was intense, 
g, into the net. . . . ·. with both teams working hard for 
~ . While the Muskie offense scoring opportunities. · 
t: was controlling the ball, the - It was GW, however, who · 
8- defense was being equally as was able to score again.· Vogel 
~ tough, by preventing Wright State · . put another peader into the goal · 
Xavier Coach Ron Quinn 
was pleased withhisleam's effort 
against the Co!onials. "Our level 
of intensity over 90 minutes was 
good," he siµd. 
During the GW game, a . 
couple of Quinn line-up changes 
made a big impact. ·Thisy'ear, 
senior tri-captain Susie Welch is 
anchoring the defense, as opposed 
to her .mid-fielder role of the past. . 
Sophomore tri-captain Nora Kelly 
has also moved, going from 
defender to forward. 
Welch adds experience and 
intensity to the Xavier backfield . 
"As our most experienced player," 
said Quinn; "She gives leadership 
to a young defense."· 
On Sunday, Welch's 
determination was evident in the 
George Washington game a8 she 
covered the entire field in the final 
minutes as Xavier tried desper- · 
ately to score. 
· "If we need someone to step 
up for us, she's going to do it," 
said sophomore defender Katy 
Hambrook. · 
Kelly's move gives Xavier a 
solid attacker on the left side. Her 
left-footedness resulted in t~e only 
Xavier goal against George · 
Washington~ Kelly used her 
·.strong left to loft a cross into the 
box from deep in left comer. 
. . . =.. from having any good scoring after she was fed a pass from 
Senior tri-captain Susie Wel<;h's moveto the-backfield this season has , ,chances. The Raiders took eight teammate Kristin Davidson on a 
had a maJorii11pact on the Mu~ki~ 's yeaf. A.ncha;i'iii ilie '."deferise;-siie . ·: -shots, on1:Yon~ t>fwh!Cii resu1foct . breakaway with 1dss th~n five 
Xavier gets a bit of a break 
in the 'coming weeks. They play 
next on Sunday at home against 
Evansville at 3 p.m. This is their 
only 'game untii Oct. 4~ when they 
host Temple . has helped lead Xavier to a 5~3 record overall and 3~2 in the A-10.. in a save for X.avier goalkeeper minutes remaining._ 
. , . .- , '. . . . ' - .. ·' . ···. . . ···. ' ' , 
Muskie hooters burn Bearcats 
-Bv STEVE SMITH 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE., . , 
The Xavier men's soccer · 
team picked up a 2•0 victory last 
Wednesday ov.er crosstown rival 
Cinc
0
innati; ending their two game 
losing: skid. -· . -
The Musketeer's' played this 
match without_ the services of · ·· 
freshman Maringo Vlijter. 
According to assistant coach 
Dave Schureck, Vlijer sat out the 
UC game in response tq a vlola- · 
tion of team rules. This loss 
forced the Muskies to step. things' 
up a notch. 
After a first half of piissed 
opportunities and strong defense 
by· both teams, the Musketeers 
struck twice in a six minute :Span 
· midway through the second half to · 
put the Bearcats away. 
· Neither team could find the 
back of the net in the first half as 
Xavier's Chris Wright arid UC's 
Mike Mobley made numerous 
spectacular saves to keep 'the 
contest knotted at one. 
The· Musketeers dodged a -
buliet late in the first half as 
Wright was beaten with 10 
.seconds to play in the half, but 
Xavier's Hans,Pascoal was there 
to make a sliding kick save and 
deny the IJearcats the lead going 
into halftime. 
Just minutes earlier the · 
BearcatS )1ad dodged a bullet of . 
. . ... - :· . ,. '.- . . ' . . •, . . 
· thefr own. to lose ou~.composure. Xl] 
· XU's Vladimir Ciric broke simply_outplayed us in the second ·. 
dowµ the right side. of the field .. half," added Cook:·. 
leaving the Bearcat defens~ . The 2-0 shutout was · 
.-. behind him. As Ciric beat the last Wright's first of his c'areer and 
· ~defei:ider he ripped a left footed moved the Muskies to 2-3 on the 
blast past Mobley and off the left season. 
goal post.. .·· Xavier's victory also gave 
"I felt that the halfti'me score them the honor of winn.ing the 
was right, maybe it should have · ·Paul J. Misali Memorial Trophy, 
been 2c2, but the game was being . awarded to the winning team of . 
played evenly;'' said UC head every. year's contest This year's 
·coach Jeff Cook.- "Botti teams victory was the Musketeer~ s . 
missed great opportunities and seventh in the 25 times the teams 
' both defenses made great efforts. have met. 
The second half was just a Xavier head coach Jack 
different story.'' . . Hermans wasn't satisfied with the 
Indeed it was; the Muske- - victory. 
'teers dominated the second half . .. "l'.m pleased with the work 
from the beginning. Xavier out effort. We won, but we played . 
shot the Bearcats 6-1 in the half · poorly and lost our discipline.· 
~nd UC's only attempt didn't We've played a fot better in. 
occur until 35 mfoutes into the pr,evious games and lost. . Tonight 
half. · we just got a bit. lucky and cllll1e 
The Muskies wasted no time away ~ith a win," commented· 
, taking the lead. ~eremy Fultz beat Hermans.. · · · 
. three Bearcat defenders on a The. Muskies get back into . 
btealq1.way, then cent~red the ball Atlantic lp play Friday at · 
to Chas Cooke. who finished the . Corcoran 'Field versus Duquesene 
play by beating Mobley to the at 7:00 p.m. They then face St. 
right post. Bonaventure at 1 :00 p.m. on 
- Cooke, Xavier's· leading Sunday as part of a double header 
scorer .with seven paints, then with the women's· team who kick 
came back six minutes later and off at 3:00 p.m. 
added a second goal off a feed ·"We're very excited to get 
from Fultz, this time beating back into A-10 play, especially 
' Mob,ley one-on-one. - ' against Duquesne. It's time to 
> ''The fii'Stgoal 'rattled µs a avenge.our loss frondast year,". 
bit, but ~e second goal cause<l:_us shld..Cfl-'.~~J>tclill ~~f(Bauer. . ... 
Muskie co-captain Pete Knippenberg looks to beat Cincinnati's Tim 
Hamm during Xavier's 2-0 victo.ry over the Bearcats last Wednesday. 
_l(ilvier~S)Y/fi eaine4·~h~m_the Paull. Misali Me,morial Trophy; ·. · 
.. ;., 
' • • ' ' ~ • ' • • • ' ' • ' • • ' • • q f • ' ' • ' 
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Tennis triumphant Par forthe course 
' . . -
in opening matches BY STEVE SMITH· THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
BY TOM DECORTE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Both the women's and men's tennis 
squads debuted in impressive fashion last 
week by dominating doubles matches to 
combine with solid singles play. 
The men played in the Akron 
Invitational against Atlantic 10 rivals 
Dayton and Duquesne in addition to 
Mercyhurst and the University of Akron. 
Xavier captured three of the four . 
doubles championships in the tournament. 
The senior/junior tandem of Greg Mc 
Daniel and Eric Gaughan'took the title in 
doubles flight "A" over Akron 8-6. 
In doubles flight "B" juniors Vinay 
Rajendran and Doug Klekamp polished off 
the Mercyhurst team 8-3. · 
The senior team of Matt Dunson and 
Monish Patel capped off Xavier's strong 
. . doubles performance by defeating fellow 
Musketeers Zeeshawn Siddiqui and Richard 
_Garth 8-6. 
The women also used dominating 
· doubles play to defeat the University of 
Dayton six matches to three. 
. The doubles teams of Meghan Caton 
and Erin Grambow, Lindsey Beeman and 
• Denise Chokan, and Lindsay Weber and Jill 
Norton all took care of their Flyer oppo-
nents 8~3, 8-4 and 8-4 respectively. 
"Our doubles teams played well on 
the men's and women's sides last week," 
Head coach Jim Brockhoff said, '.'They 
were important to our success." 
In inen's singles, sophomore Brent 
Cullen won singles flight "D" over 
teammate Skip Redd 6-2, 6-4. 
"Having both finalists in a flight is 
always good because you know that one of 
them will win," said Brockhoff, "Brent 
played well for us and came out on top." 
dreg McDaniel reached the finals of . 
singles flight "A" before falling to Akron's 
"Brent Green in three sets, 6-3, 6-7, 7-5. 
Senior Matt Dunspn reached the 
semifinals of flight "B" singles before 
falling to Chris Peterson of Duquesne in 
straight sets. · Flight "C" singles entry 
Vinay Rajendran also reached the semifi-
. nals. 
On the women~ s side, number one 
singles player Meghan Caton made quick 
work of Dayton's Michelle Evans 6-1, 6-2. 
Also posting singles victories were 
numbe~ three player Angie Richardson 6-2, 
6-1 and number four player Lindsay Weber . 
6-1, 7-5. 
"It's a little too early in the season to 
ha~e expectations for this team, but this · 
week wa~ certainly. a good start," said 
Brockhoff. 
Up next for the men's team is a trip to 
Dayton for a match against the Atlantic 10 
rival Flyers today at 3:30 p.m~. . . 
The women are off until the weekend 
when they drive up I-71 to Columbus for 
the Ohio Intercoilegiates Tournament 
hosted by The Ohio State University. 
>Cl 
.x 
The men's and women's golfteains; 
led by the efforts of Steve Di:ispn and 
Christy Fout, captured seventh and 10th. 
place' finishes respectively fast weekend.· 
The men traveled to our nation's 
capital .to compete in' the Georgetown Hoy~ 
. Invitational, finishing the weekend tied for 
seventh, The Muskies ended up 11 strokes 
offJhe pace as host school, Georgetown 
took the championship. · 
Temple"s Jim Sullivan won medalist 
.honors as he shot a tournament record 
seven under par 137. Sullivan fired a five• 
under 67 on Sunday to.finish five strokes 
ahead of William and Mary's Alex Sleeker. 
. Xavier's Dixon shot even par rounds 
. both days for a total of 144 and finished 
tied for third with Georgetown's Chris 
·York. · 
. Dixon has been the strong poirit of 
Xavier's team this fall. This was his third 
consecutive top ten in_dividual finish, and 
he has a team best 72.33 stroke average per 
round~ .. · 
"I've been playing well, but not 
scoring to well. I'm having a difficult time 
finishing and that's really hurting me right 
now," commented Dixon: 
The team total was rounded out with 
consistent play from Michae!Reis (153), 
J.T. Croy (154), Matt Servies (154) and 
'chad Seilheimer.(164). . '· 
"Team wise we just have to bear 
down and get back to the fundamentals. 





MtJHdafJ, 0~11 " 
. ,. 
much potential. It will come," added 
Dixon.· -. · 
Xavier's Brian Sparks competed in 
the Gerry Keriny Sixth Man Cla~sic that . 
was held during the ~nvitationaL Sparks' 
'two day total of 165 gave'him a ninth place 
finish in the Classic. · 
. The women traveled north on I-75 to · 
compete irithe Bowling Green State 
. University Lady Falcon Invitationat.' 
The ladies improved from their 
previous two tournaments and finished 46 · 
strokes off the pace to capture a 1 Otp place 
finish in the 15 team tournament. 
,The lady linksters were once again 
• led by the play of Christy FOut whose 81-~7 
two day total .of 168 gave her a tie for 36th 
place. 
. Melissa Kenny and Shannon Lundy 
also had strong showings totaling 170 to ti~ . 
for 48th place. 
Kenny sees improvement in how·the 
women are playing. 
"This wekend we got our scores back 
down. -They're not where'we want them, 
but they're getting there," said Kenny. 
· The University of Toledo's womens 
team walked away with the championship 
as individual medalist Cindy Gant (151) led 
· the· Rockets to a four stroke rriargin of 
victory. 
Up'next for the Musketeer men is a 
trip to Ann Arbor on Oct. 5 for a "big 
weekend" according to Dixon, at the 
Wo!Verine Invitational. 
. The ladies also travel next on Oct. 5. 
They head to Harrisonburg, V Afor the 
James Madison Invitational. 
14 . . 
'Minnesota' misses majorly 
Fall break jaunt 
International Student S.ervices is offering a trip to 
Columbus and .Cleveland during Xavier's fall break, Oct.. I 0-
13. ' . - . ' 
A meeting for interested students wiil ·be held today at 
4:30 p.m, in the Romero Center on Ledgewood Drive between 
Kuhlman and Buenger Jfalls. . . 
· . Price ,and other details· will be discussed during the 
meeting. . . . 
. The trip is open to any Xavier student, but is limited to 
1.5 participants, Slots· will be filled on a first' come, first serve 
basis: · . · 
Students participating.in the trip will be transported in a 
· 15 passenger-van driven by Cathy Hammon, director of the 
International S.tudent Services. Departure will be at 9:30 a.gl. 
·on Oct 10. · 
.The firststop is Columbus, where the group will visit 
~ The Ohio State University, the newly restored Sfate House and 
a museum of the students' choice. 
After spending the night at the Cross Country Inn on the 
north side of Columbus, the group. will head to Cleveland, 
stopping in A.mish Country.on the way .. 
. Plans in Clevefand include a visit to the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame, a stop. at the Cleveland Art Museum and a night 
of partying in the Flats, a do'\vntown area that features 
ware.houses that have been converted into bars. . 
People participating in the trip will also be able to plan 
additional activities of their own. 
13. 
tion. 
The group willstay'at a Holiday.Inn in Cleveland. 
Students will return to Xavier on the afternoon of Oct. 
Hammon can be reached at X-~712. for more informa- · 
..,.:.. by Colle~n Gaiiagher 
BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY 
. THE XAVIER_NEWSWIRE 
Recently, independent fihr1s 
have had great influence on · 
Hollywood thanks to the success 
. of films like. ·.~Reservoir Dogs/' 
. ''Pulp Fiction" and 
"Trainspotting." · 
. · "Feeling Minnesota" (the 
title coming from Soundgarden's 
song "Outshined") with ~eanu 
Reeves and Cameron Diaz, tries to 
tap into this reservoir of "hip"· 
independent success. of humor and 
action, yet manages to fail 
miserably; 
- The film starts with.Reeves 
·as )jacks, an ex~cori whose name 
is mis-spelled on his birth certifi-
cate. Jjacks returns home to . 
Minnesota to ~ttend the wedding 
of his brother Sam (Vincent 
D'Onofrio),-who happens to be a 
crooked acccmntant working for a 
sleazy strip joint owner; Red 
(Delroy Lindo of "Clockers'; and 
"G~t Shorty"). . . 
Red finds out that someone 
has stolen around $10,000 from 
him, and he assumes Freddie 
(Diaz), one of his strippers, was · 
. the culprit. 
In order to punish Freddie 
with a fate worse than death, he 
forces her to marry Sam. - Once 
Freddie meets Jjacks at the 
wedding, she becomes instantly 
attracted to him, and.a.few days 
· · · later they steal a car arid head to · 
"First Sandra Bullock, now Camero.n Diaz. What else is there-for me 
to experience in life?" That's what Keanu Reeves is thinking, but-t!Je 
sparks of "Speed" are missing in "Feeling Minnesota.". 
around a great deal of sibling-
rivalry, gun fighting and confus-
ing deception .. · 
The movie has its moments . . 
of humor and entertainment, but 
they are sparsely placed through-
out the film. The viewer begin.s to 
no longer care abou.t the charac-
ters, especially the rivalry· between 
the two brothers. ' 
Even the supporting cast of 
Dan Ackfoyd and Courtney Love 
are disappointing. 
"Feeling Minnesota'.' is an 
independent film that painfully 
-tries to mesh both humor and 
action, yet fails to achieve a. 
successful union .. 
All.-in-all, this film is worth 
seeing at the discount theaters · 
because that is where it should 
have opened. Slimmer in Europ~ L••:~:'~'.~{thefi1mrevo1ves 
Xavier's College of Business Adni.inistration will off era - ·. · ·.• · · · · · · · · · · · · 
~~~r,;;~~ :::::~~~~$,~gram In Maastricj,t,.The Netherl;inds F ... ·_ ro.'_ .. 'g:s.. '. :_ s. t_ ·. ·,r, ang• er' ii) a ugh te r. ' 
An information session will·be held on Tuesday from 3:30-
4:30 in CBA 2. . . . 
. Dr. Shelly Webb, the program's director, wil\address 
questions about the program .. A representative of University oL· 
Limburg in Maastricht~The Netherlands, Manon Beckers, win 
also be available, as will Cindy Stockwell; di~ector of Xavier's 
CBA undergraduate program anci Maurice Schilten, XU graduate 
. assistant for the program. . - ., . . . 
The program offers undergraduate students the opportunity 
to live and study in Europe with fellow Xavier University . 
~tudents .. Participants will also· learn about different cultures and 
business practices. . · 
Refreshments will be provided at the meeting; and all are 
welcome_. . · . . . · -
Persons interested in the summer study program may also 
visit the program's webpage. The a<ldre~s is:· . . . . 
http://xavier.xu.edu:9000/.:...794856/M~astricht.html ·. 
Hip~hop radio Sh(}w 
WAIF, radici 88.3 FM, features hip--hop music, from the old 
to the new '.fuesday mornings from 2-5 a.m. during its "Conscious. 
Move" radio show. 
From 2-3 a.m. and 4~5 a.m., Old Skool Flava is presented 
by host.Chestah T. and DJ Fly Luv. They play classic ~aterial 
- from Erie. B and Rakim, Run-DMC and D'oug E. Fresh .. 
Between 3~4 a.m.; J.B. and DJ Icy D provide listeners with 
the hottest sounds from the worlds of hip-hop and R&B. 
"The 'show features brand new music for the streets Oll the 
radio first," said Cincinnati hip-hop pioneer Icy D .. 
Rec()rds from 2Pac, JeruThe Damaja, Anthony Hamilton, ·. 
E-40 and Facemob are in heavy rotation during J.B. and Icy's · 
hour. · · · 
Icy s~d his.program will be sponsoring giveaways and 
interviews with local and natlonal artists. · 
. "Radio allows rap and hip~hbp to expand to a new horizon 
wheri it gets heard," he said. "But a lot' of stuff doesn't get heard 
and that's why we're here." 
:av MARK :DoNA:HUE . 
TirnXA VIER NEWSWIRE 
It's difficult to discern 
'where the humor begins and ends 
in the musie of the Frogs. 
Even the group themselves 
guffaw and snicker at times on 
their new .album; "My Daughter 
the Broad." 
-. The- Frogs serve up oddball 
songs about homosexuality, 
violence and religion.that tread the 
line. between offended gasps and 
inane laughter . 
. . Set over lilting foik guitars 
and spare drums, strange charac-
. ters are created: Whether tragic 
("Gwendyln Macrae"), humorous 
("Lifeguard of Love") or just plain 
weird ("I'm Evil, Jack"), the 
Frogs' ability to paint an aural 
masterpiece from almost laugh- · 
ably simple parts displays their 
true genius. · 
"My Daughter the B·road" is 
not as up"front in its declaration of 
homosexuality as the ·previous 
Frogs' .album "It's Only Natural 
·and Right." 
. Perhaps the Frogs have tired 
of shock value. . · 
Possible evidence of this can 
be heard on "April Fools," which 
is a detached dirge about absurd 
sex_changes. · 
·~· 
"My Daughter the Broad" is 
a tricky album. The Frogs don't 
define their politics and alle-
giances - but it sounds good that 
way. 
Instead, they ·nonchalantly 
fudge the boundaries of folk, 
sexuality, time signatures and 
anything else in their path. 
. I 
.. \ 
·' .. ~. 
I\ ·. 
. ·. . . , 
Xavier Players.season preview 
BY JENNIFER NAEGE~E 
THE XAVIER NEwswiRE 
The Xavier Players will 
begin their 25th anniversary 
season with their rendition of 
playwright.David Mamet',s 
"Oleanna." 
The play is a controversial 
social drama about the relation-
ship between a female student and 
her. professor. 
- Student dii:ector Jay 
Kalagayan said that this is · 
probably "the most controversial 
play Xavier has done because it · 
deals with sexual harassment." 
Catherine Springfield, 
Associate Director of Student 
Services, said she expects that the 
play will "raise more guestions 
· than it answers." 
"Oleanna" will run from 
Oct. 4-6, with performances 
starting at 8 p.m. 
The play will be performed 
. with black box seating, a setting 
where the audience sits around 
three sides of the stage in order to . 
. . 
Artificial Intelligence, in which 
the audience is invited to attend 
the wedding a'.nd reception 
including members of the Vitali· 
and Nunzio families. · · · 
Sara Timmins, whc:i plays · 
' the part Of Tina, said she thinks ' 
"Tony and Tina's Wedding" "is 
~ going to be a lot.of fl.in for the 
audience because they get to · 
participate in the wedding and the 
reception." 
The Players will provide a 
twist on William.Shakespeare's 
"Taming of the Shrew" in· . 
February by setting the play at the 
turn of the 20th qmtury. ~ 
Because the setting of the 
play will coincide with the 
suffragist mov~ment, the Indus-
trial Revolution and the theories 
of Freud and Darwin, director 
Catherine Springfield said, "The 
audience will get a different 
outlook on Kate, who will appear 
intelligent rather than shre~ish." 
In March, the Players will 
peiform ."Greater Tuna," a tour-
de;farce comedy about the small 
· ·town of Tuna, Texas. · 
. get a Closer view of the perform- . 
ers. 
. · The Players will ~lso have a 
Pfaye!s W.orkshop in.ApriL. : · · · • · · TWoXavier Players prepare for the upcoming se.ason. 
. . There will be a'ciiscussion .. 
abOut tlie play after each ·perfor~ , wiU:perform ''Tony ·and Tina's . 
mance. · Wedding," their first main stage · 
In November, the Players production of the ~eason ..... . 
i . . ' ... J. 
.... ,. .. ·8····.YIDA's•· . '.·. Imtt ,, 
, B8rber Shop & Tanning Saloli • 
. ' 
. . 
. 4118 .M>ntgomery Road· 
Cincinnati, OH· 45212 
.. ~ short walk from campus ! 
The play is an improvisa-
tional comedy, developed by .the · 
playwright collective know as · 
· · o~e ~d~t~~P~ih2l::*~~~=z.es of 
manag'ecfarid directed lly Xavier 
students" · . · · · .'.'·.:·.: 
. ·:··: 
,.,,, .... 
AT TH£ TAFT THEATRE;.,., 
. ' .. ,·· ... ·' 
. LOCATED AT 5TH & SYCAMORE •• DOWNTOWN·' .• 
~THE BARENAKED LADIES~ 
WITH GEGGY TAH 
THIS FRIDAY AT s.~oo·P.M.!!! 
an TIIATTICKOMASTEI 81 CHHGE BY PHOllE 11149-4949 
II AT THE DOOR THE lllGHT OF THE SHOW . 
. SEE THEM TWICE!! 
ALSO PLAYING AT MiAMI UNIVERSITY'S-MILLETT 
HALL NEXT WEDNESDAY, oct 2ND AT 8 P.M ... 
4T THI~ D4R4DB ... 
LDCITBD IT 222 PBTB ROSE 14! DDINTOIN 
' . 
* *the samples * * 
_ with.- the gufs ·. . 
fll/RJ/Jlf, IGI. 38/J If, I I.JI. 
liz ·111.11ii1/11111, IJJ.lit111 olsioIV 
GET TJX AT TJCKETMASm DK CHARO£ .BY PHONE AT 
582-4949 DK AT THE DDDK THIS NIGHT OF THE SHOW 
'Rich Mall's Wife' delivers death blow . . ~ 
BY SHAUNA POPE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The basic them~ of "The 
Rich Man's Wife" is one. that has 
bec;:n played out in a bevy of 
·Hollywood films, not to.mention 
countless television movies of the 
week. 
Despite this fact, the film 
avoids being mundane by provid-. 
ing exciting·scenes and numerous 
plot twists that keep viewers on 
husband'.s murder. He also 
threatens her personal safety by 
stalking her. 
Just as Josie learns she can 
trust no one, the. viewer learns not 
to trust his or her instincts as to 
how the film will end. 
Besides the suspense and 
excitement provided by the plot, 
"The Rich Man's Wife" features 
excellent acting. 
. the edge of their seats. 
Particularly noteworthy are 
the performances of Berry, who 
demands. viewers' sympathy as the 
scared widow, and Greene, who is 
truly terrifying, as the psychotic When the film opens, Josie 
· Potenza (Halle Berry) is being 
questioned by poiice ab~ut the 
murder of her wealthy husband, 
Tony (Christopher McDonald). · ."Look Josie, I can kill your husband and then w~ can have all of his money," Tony (Christopher McDonald) 
says to Halle Berry over a pack of smok~s in "Rich Man's Wife." ''It's not like you actually love him." 
killer. -
The rest of the film recounts 
the events leading up to and : 
. following her husband's death. Hoping to reconcile, they headed 
for their cabin in the woods to 
spend some 9uality time together. . 
However, Tony is called 
away on business, and Josie me.ets 
a stranger named. Cole (Peter 
Greene). The two have dinner . 
together, and Josie confides that 
she sometimes wishes her husband 
!. 
Josie and Tony's marriage 
h.ad been less than perfect. 
. . . 
If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting, 
audi~g, math or law .... 
... ·· .. ·· 
i ~--.l~. 'h c•< ........ ••'•' .......... ~ .. ""1'•'••• 
were dead. 
Iri a move reminiscent of the 
film "Strange!s on a Train," Cole 
takes Josie's statement at face 
value and murders her husband. 
. From then on, Josie's life 
becomes a nightmare as Cole 
threatens to implicate her in her 
Ca~ual.Restaurant/SpecialtyWine.& Beer Shop-join 
our customer•oriented team! Non-Seasonal - Servers -
E~perienced PT eve & weekend. Also lunch shift. Wine & 
beer knowledge helpful >21 please;. Deli Asst. Prep - PT/Ff 
all.shifts. Prep Cooks- flex schedule. Ff position avail also! 
Cashier - PT Evenings & ·Weekends - peak_ hours, ~ppx 4 · 
hours/shift. Friendly co-workers &great customers! We 
close early enough for you to have a social lifo ! Apply in. 
person at Dilly Deli Wines & Gourmet's expanded, busy , · 
location: 6818 Wooster Pike, Mariemont 561-5233 for 
directions. Applicants should be prepared to work a regular. 
schedule (and possibly longer hours) during December. 
* **************** * * '* 
* * * * * * 
* * * 
NOW HIRING IN KENWOOD 
. ott•*82'.A. : 
,.. S_TS:_A_\HOVSB~ * . 
. SAi.OGX.. . * 
$170-$400 I WEEK. * 
· • WAITSTAFF I HOST * 
•DISHWASHERS * 
•PREP COOKS 
.. •CHAR-BROILERS * 
•BARTENDERS * 
•LINE COOKS * 
get in touch with State Farm. * . . . . . * * 
Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy · 
the advantages of working with .a respected leader in the insurance industry, Expert training. State- * · 
of-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and· benefits. Plenty of ro.om to grow. And you'll enjoy · 
Bioomington, Illinois, too. It's a· thriving community with the social, culrirral and recreational activities * 
afforded by two universities. · - . · · . · 
· ' Contact 'your 
0
Placement. Director, or write Mary Holman, Assistant Director Home Office * 2 Blocks North of 71 on 
Montgon:1ery Road 
· H~rso.nnel Rela~ons, One State Farm Plaza; Bloomington, Illinois 61710. . . . ' . * . 
State Farm Insurance Compani.es • Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois ·An Equal Opportunity Empfoyer 
' . 
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· •Xavier University Art Gal- _- •The C-Manjust got the riews 
Jery opens it's exhibiOon of the · from sports editor, Pete-o-rific. · 
works s>f Dana Tindall. Opening · There will be a double shot of· ALENDAR reception will be held todayin the women'svolleyballa5theteamtakes •Wanttoknowaboutservice, 
. gallery from 6-8 p.m. . on La Salle at 2 p.m. and Temple 'at . fellowship and leadership, well cave-
~th gn:at ~cares gn:at resp:nsibility .. ! 
•Men' s soccer heads off with 7p.m. Supportyourteamand watch_ men and women; A~anda Moiloy 
wednesday •The Contemporary Dance Duquesne at 7 p.m. in the.Corcoran some class A volleyball!!!.. and Xavier Circle_K will be m~eting -
. September 25 . · 
TheatrepresentSAfroCubaperform- Field.· ~Anotfotprofitcoffeehouse, in Alter Hall 221 at Tp.m. 
ing an· amalgam of African based _ •Women's volleyballplays GroundsforThoughtCciffeehouse, · ,-- •Evening Jazz with Nan.cy 
"Rock the vote!" rhythms' with Cuban rumba music, against Fordham at 7 p.m .. in the will be meeting fo Clifton from -8 ·Leist will be on the shortwave from 
. . _"Choose or Lose!" Performances are today at 7:30p."m, Sc~dt Fi_eldhotise. . . · p.m.-midnight. Local musi~ians and 8:30~ 10 p.m. on WVXU Tum the 
~The C-Man doesn't care aild tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. in the · •The flllil, Iphigenia, will be poets will perform. Food and Cof- dial to 91.7 FM.for the bee~bop, the · 
what monkey motto you like, but Aronoffs Jarson-Kaplan "Theatre. screened in Kelley Auditorium ·at fee will be provided. A $2 donation attitude, the cciol slide and moody 
.the kind folks at SGA will have A two-day workshop with the dance 7:30 p.m. This film is in Greek, but is appr~ciated: For nicire informa- tcme ofgooci jazz. 
voter registration from 10 a.m.-2 .. troupe will be,offered Saturday & includes English subtitles fo.( the· tion~ call3_91-0315. ·. · 
p.m. on the lovely academic mall._ Sundayfi:om9a.m.~2p.m. Rhythms Greek impaired. Brother ·Jerome . · · · d . 
Here'stheC-Man'smotto,"Getyou~ and dance you can ljsten and ob- Pryorwillintroduceanddiscussthe sun ay. illnstead of mentioning the 
1 h d t fth d t I" serve or actually take part in and film. Admission is .free. ·. S_eptember 29_ .: tra-gedy of the cease of comic aviiil-ug Y ea sou 0 e cave an vo e · 1 . h Q c· 111 .•Xavier Circle K's annual •International Coffee Hour· learn ... on Y m t e ueen tty··· •Pete-o-rific has given the ability _in the university bookstore, 
will be in the Romero Center from · For more information, call 751-2857 Teeter-Totter Event is on!!! From word, men's soccer hits the turf with Calendar Man would iike tO thank 
3:30-4:30 p.m. Coffee treats and or 221-2222. . 2:3b-9 p,m., all )'OU monkeys can St. Bonaventure at 1 p.m. on Xavier University and any other 
delightsfromJapanwill be featured. •Head oil out to the Farm ··· ride the wood for a.good cause. Corcoran Field. . . monkeys.for the events in his mail- · 
•It'sAIDSAwarenessWeek! TheFarmTheatrethatis! Yep, The Bring your pocketchange fellows _ •Grant_ Johannesen wil per- box. Butit'snoterioughfortheC-
An AIDS panel from AIDS Volun- Farm Theatre presents Robert because this wood isn't free!!! . form for the ClassicalPiano Series Man's raveno-us appetite for· new 
teers of Cincinnati will address is- Schenkkan'sPulitzerPrizewinning sa ttirday at"2:30 p~m. -in the University The- ·events. Feed the monst~r care of 
sues involving AIDS education and play, TheKentuckyCycle. For more September 28 . atre. Admission is free with stu- NewswireML".2129, Fax·7.;i5-2898 
personalexperiencesofthoseliving information·, call 781-2491 or Se- oThe annual AIDS Walk is dent ID. or call745-3122° and ask to touch 
with the HIV virus. Panel begins at lect-A-Seat 721-1000. today. -XU is providing buses for •Women's soccer ·takes on the monster!!!- Mr. Moon would 
7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.. •Dana Gardens (Dana's) has thewalkat 9:3oa.m. Afterthewalk, Evansville at 3 p.m. on Cqrcoraµ like to th;mk all those with offer of 
thursday 
Bi"gAssBottlesfo_ rHalf A_ ssMoney·. F" Id art A l ho can therewillbeacook-outontheresi" 1e. newc oons. nyoneesew 
and it' sSenior Night!!! Right-0, 22 dential mall. For more informatiOn, •John Defoor will be direct- draw or write a cartoon strip please 
oz. bottles for $2.50! If you think callKathleenEdwatdsat745-8412. ing the Jazz Ensemble in the Fall contactMr.Moonthesamewaybut 
September 26 
•Prize-winning Chilean au-
thor and film director, Antonio 
Skarmeta, will be presenting and 
discussing his movies, Ardiente 
paciEmcia (Burning Patience) and 
Farewell to Berlin in the University 
you're going to graduate this year, "Oh the places you will go!" Jazz Concert. A mix of jazz, blues,, "gnore the monster .. 
head to Moun- oops, lovely •The Cat in the Hat Comes rock and fusion will be on the play ~--"-::'.::::::::::::::=.,.1 
Evanston after Must-See-TV! Back! to the Queen City as a 30- list. The performance will be in the 
· Theatre at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., 
respectively. Both films are in Span~ 
ish but English subtitles are pro-
vided for the Spanish impaired. All 
st~dents, faculty, employees and 
poor graduate student are welcome -
to attend .. Admission is free. C901. 
- •Bobby Petrocelli presents . 
You could lose everything in ten 
seconds! Comeondown to Xavier's 
Kelley Auditorium at 7 p.m. for 
some motivational speak. 
frl.-d·ay· . foot-tall balloon. That's right, UniversityDownunderat8:15p.m. Harper's Station Joseph-Beth Kids All are welcom~ and- admissfon is· 
September 27 store wiU-have the lcively, helium-. free. 
•Yummy ... yummy! the filled Cat in the Hat from 10 a:.m.- · · · · ··d· . ·. 
SchottBuffetfeaturesalovelyLon- 2p.m. At 11 a.m. bookseller, Gina .mon .. ay .. 
don Broil or a fancy chicken stir fry. Moss will perform Cat in the Hat · September 30 , • 
This buffet isn't just for faculty and music and at noon, stories and verses · . •Are.you biownbaggfog your 
employees, students are welcome. will be perforined outloud! ! ! lunch? Well eat it .and' have an 
Cash and declining balances ac- •Xavier Circle K's Teeter- ~nteresting conversation as well. 
cepted. Totter Event part 2 "The Revenge" WORTH (Women Offering Rights 
We'rejammin'!!! is on the residential mall froni 8 Truth and.Happiness).wilLhave a 
0 Jammin' on the Mall will be a.m.-1 p.m. All proceeds go to char- brown bag discus.siori at 1 :~Op.m. in 
showcasing the musical talent of the ity and bring your pockerch,ange for Alter Hall i07. . 
lovely student body and faculty from these hard working men and women. · ~Dana Gardens (Dana's) fea~ 
4-6 p.m. on the."X" in the academic So tape the cartoons, forgetthehang tures half-yards for$3.50 with $2.50 . 
mall. For more information or to over and ride the wood!!! refills. Come on, watch the game' 
sign up, call 745-2970. and grunt really·loud~ _ 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! .· . ~0:.3..Aiftef.l.~; · · ... 
". - ' . ·, ' ' . . . ' 
**FREE TRIPS & CASH** . ,. . 
Norrell Services is hiring Revenue Auditors for its UPS -
locations in Fairfield, Sharonville, and Downtown hubs. Must 
have transpo~ation. Great part-time opportunity for students!! 
1st and 2nd shift hours available. Must be able to lift up to · 
70 lbs. Legible handwriting essential. Police check require~~ 
$7.00/hr. For an immediate interview, please call 772-552q 
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1~000 
Credit Card fundraisers for. 
fraternities, sororities & groups. 
Any campus organization can 
raise up to $1000 hy earning a 
Find out how huq.dreds of student 
. representatives are already earn- ,. .. ,..,,._. L f 
ing FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF WU"tWfC.J 
CASH with.America's #i Spring 
Break company!. Sell only 15. /It~ 
trips and travel free! Cancu_n, Ba~ 
hamas! Mazatlan, Jamaica or 
PEACE CORPS . 
~ 
"THE TOUGHEST .JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE" . 
The world needs your experience. 
We a:i;e recruiting for over 1000 
volunteer positions in Education, 
Environment, Agriculture, ;Business, 
. Health, Nu.trition, and other areas. 





· whoppjng$5. OONISA applica-
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 
65. Qualified callers receive . 
FREE T •SHIRT 
SPRING BREAK 
Hundreds Of Students 
Are Earnfog·Free Spring Break_ 
Trips & Money! Sell 8 Trips & 
Go Free! Bahamas Cruise $279, 
Cancun & Jamafoa $399, 
Panama City/Daytona $119! 
www .springhreaktravel.com 1-
800-678-6386 
Large 3-bedroom apart~· 
ment For Rent. Clean. 232-6960. 
. ' 
Florida! CAMPUS MANAGER , ... r' __ .. 
POSIT~ONS ALSO AV AIL- .,.,,. .;;;Jr 
ABLE. Call Now! TAKE A 
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL . 3561. _.... •. 
(800) 95-BREAK! 'b-
**BABYSITTING** 
In Hyde Park for our 6-year-old 
twins in our home from _3-6 p.m., 







S:VPPfNLY :T RCIJllZE rMtwN6 
WAT_CNrP. •V Mii. t.IOll'S • -:"' 
... AND :T FltCUL ••• ~lkE 
A ••• A ••• 6UY WllO'!:BEI"' 






' l! I 
J. 
I 
C HA 0 S by Brian Shuster 
"OK, punk, put the gun down ... nice and slow." 








14 Beach resort 




19 Favorite place 
21 Go unsteadily 
23 Ails 




34 Last Greek letter 
35 Chester-
. Arthur 




41 Writing fluid 
42 Whitney and Cl 1V96 Tubunv Med11 S.rvices, Inc: 
Wallach 
44· Deride 
45 Certain contract 
47 Dweller 
49 Throbbed · · 








64 Hawkeye State 
65 Busy one 
66 Sand hill 
67 Arduous journey 
68 If not 
69 Cook in juices 
70 Dried out 
DOWN 
1 Ark builder 
2 Lab burner 
3 "Go Tell - the 
.Mountain" 
.4 Desire 
5 Best part 
6 Spot on a card 
All r•ghll rest1ved. • 
7 -of March 
8 Holds 
9 Bring to mind 
1 O Holier·than'lhou 
one 
11 Spill 




22 Classified items 
24. Chooses 




31 Operatic songs 
32 Wash slightly 
33 Joined 
35 Strattord·upon· 
39 Green gems 
40 Escape 
43 Genuine in 
leeling 
46 Brings OUI 
48 Deer 
49 Young canines 
ANSWERS 
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52 Out of line 
53 Cipher 
54 Greek coin 
55 Refusals · 
56 Boorish one 
58 Shredded 
59 Pitcher 
60 Hem for a 
gardener 
63 ·-ii by land .. ." 
.. ,,.,I 
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Wee en Esca es 
or as··· ow as $109 
from· Mastercard 
and United Airlines! 
Take Off For The Weekend.With. United Airlines· 
And Return Monday Or Tuesday To Get. Substantial 
savings When You use ·vour Mastercard® card.· 
ri- - - - - -·- - - - - - .... - - - - - - - --- -·--- - - - ..... ~. 
Promo Code: AV009~ -:-- I Ticket Designator: AV0096 
I Use Your·MasterCard® Card Trave1comp1e1e:May1s.rn97 
I For Great Sayings· on·:united Airlines. 
I 
I 
I : Hound trip Rates 
I Within zone A or B 
1. ; ~::::~ ~~~: ~: ~~~: ~ 
I Between zone B & zone c 






1· To enjoy these low Weekender Zone.Fares - plus earn Mileage Plus® 
X 
... ·.. credit on your trip - just call your travel professional or United to reserve 
·your flight and redeem your certificate. · 
To receive these savings, use your MasterCard® card to purchase an 
E-TicketSM between September 1, 1996 and December 31, 1996 for travel . · w cc. 
·W 
:c 
between September 15, 1996 and May 15, 1997, Outbqund travel must 
originate on flights departing on Saturday. Return travel good on flights 
w returning on Monday (An e~ceplion for travel between Zones A and G~ · 5 return travel may take place on Tuesday). 
~ Zone Definitions: 
ffi . Zone A - AL, AR, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, IA, IN, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, 
o Ml, MN, MO, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WI, WV 
!:; . Zone B - ID, KS, MT, ND, NE, NM, OK, SD, TX, UT, WY . 
(..) Zone c -AZ, CA, NV, OR, WA . 
Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI. 
I Terms and Conditions: 
. Good for roundtrip travel. . L·· . Promo Code: AV0096 ---
": .. :,, 
. ' " . . 
· To make reser·vations, cal.I United at 1-800-241-6522· · . 
· · · · . · · . or your tra~.el prnfJ~ssional. . . " . · . " , . 
Please reference Weekender Zone Fare· Certificate AV0096. · ·. · 
. . ' . . 
, '• ' .. ' 
Carrier: United Airlines/Shuttle by United/United Express only. 
Routlng:·Roundlrip or Qpen Jaw within the 48 conligu.ous United States, · 
excluding travel to/from IL/CO. · . · 
Travel Dates:·September 15, 1996 through May 15, 1997. 
TRAVEL MUST BE COMPLETED BY MIDNIGHT, May 15; 1997. · 
· Ticket Dates: September 1, 1996 through December 31; 1996. 
No' Travel: 1996: Nov. 23-26, Nov. 30-Dec. 3, Dec. 21-24.' 
1997: Mar. 22-25, Mar. 29"Apr. 1; Apr; 5-8,.12-15, . 
(Or blackouts restricted on the fare purchased, whichever Is more restrictive.) · ·· 
Booking: Must be confirmed roundtrip ,in V cl~ss;.no open segments permitted. 
Advance Purchase: Within 24 hours ol making the reservations at least 14 
· days prior to departure. . , . · 
Minimum/Maximum Stay:· Saturday hight stay required. 
·Mileage Plus Accrual: Yes . . 
Ticketing: E-Tickeling_only (electronic ticketing service). . 
-Taxes/Service Charges: All fees, taxes and surcharg&s, including passenger 
facility charges •. are the responsibility of the user and must be paid al ticketing. 
Certlllc11te·Restrlcfions: Accept original certificate only. Noncex1endible, 
non~combinable with any other coupon, certificate, discount, bonus upgrade, 
Mileage Plus award, promotional offers or tickets for group travel. Not 
replaceable If lost or stolen. Protection for flight irregularities will be on 
United/Shuttle by United/United Express flights only. Discount applies to new 
purchases only .. Seats are capacity controlled and must be available in the 
required booking Inventory at the lime reservations are confirmed. Coupon 
has no cash or refund value and is void if altered or duplicated. Coupon may 
I. 
not be sold, bait~reii'or purchased. . . 
Ticketing Restrictions: Non-refundable.=Nontransferable after ticketing. 
Changes in origin/destination not perniltted. Travel dates MAY BE revalidated· 
· for $50.00 fee. . - · 
©1996 Masle(Card l~leinalional. lncorporaled 
" UNITED ·AIRLINES 
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